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Brief History  

Mentioned in the Doomsday book as being held by King William, the Chapel at Minsden has the 
history and ingredients that make the site attractive for paranormal groups and historical buffs to visit 
despite the local farmer’s effort to prevent access. 
When the Luton Paranormal Society first visited in 2003 there was certainly more of the chapel 

standing than can be seen these days even with the large amount of overgrowth that covers the site.     

The Chapel itself is alleged to be haunted by a monk who was photographed in 1907 although some 

sources claim that this was a fake photograph.  However History does note one interesting story in 

that of Reginald Hine a local historian who vowed to protect Minsden Chapel such was the effect it 

had on him.  Sadly in 1949 Reginald committed suicide at Nearby Hitchin Station when he calmly 

stepping in front of a coming train.    

 

Investigation 

The team took a long walk from the car park into a farmer’s field, heading towards the location which 
was well hidden and over grown with trees and shrubby. On entry there was only a few walls 
surrounded by trees and one large wall to the back. As there was still enough daylight in the sky, the 
team conducted a look around the site including the back of the chapel, to the back wall with the small 
window. Here two members could sense the atmosphere change it was very still and static feeling 
hanging in the air  
 

20:15 Séance 

When the sun went down Andy F set up the camera for filming, then we started a séance. Around the 
time of 8.15.pm Katherine had the name Harold that was buzzing round in her head, but no dates or 
time period, just the name Harold. It was rather strange to have a name pulled out at random, so 
Katherine mentioned this in the circle. Andy G picked up two monks who possibly spoke Latin, 
Katherine felt and envisioned two monks as well. 

 

20:40 EVP Spirit Box and Olivus three experiment   

The team use a Spirit Box and Olivus three and begin to ask questions.  Andy G suggests saying 
something in Latin to attract the attention of the two monks in the corner. Katherine recites in Latin Ave 
Maria, gratia, plena, dominus tecum benedict ta tu.  

At which Andy (G) felt that this had the monk’s attention, but nothing came of it. At one point Katherine 
asked the spirits if they were they upset because pieces of the Chapel are missing but there was no 
response  
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21:00 Silent Vigils 

The team as one group go to the wooded area behind the far end wall of the church.  One of the team 
members stated they were told not to look outside of that window. Facing into the woods Katherine  
got the sense of statisticsness in the air again, and she got extremely hot for no reason, whilst the 
others were making a point they were feeling cold. We tried to provoke anything out amongst the trees 
and the bushes to show itself, but nothing happened apart from a branch that moved very close to 
Andy(G) face, whilst the other branches were dead still.  

 

After a short period the group broke into two teams and Andy F, Elaine and Steve went back into the 
church area to conduct a silent vigil leaving Andy G, Paul and Katherine to try and entice the dark 
energy into some form of action. 

 

Unfortunately the chapel chose on this occasion to remain ghostly quite with little paranormal activity 
that could be evidenced by the team. 

 

Conclusion 

LPS have visited this site four times since 2003 and whilst the previous visits have been paranormally 

active it was not so on this occasion however the one constant in all four visits has been the creepy 

feeling one gets of being watched by something dark and evil when outside in the wooded area at the 

rear of the chapel. As the nursery rhythm goes.. “if you go down to the woods today you are sure of a 

big surprise” …………    

 

 


